A **noun** is a word that names a person, place, thing or idea.

Person: **grandma**
Place: **forest**
Thing: **wolf**
Idea: **joy**
An **adverb** describes a verb, adjective or another adverb.

They talked **loudly**.

She danced **beautifully**.
A verb is a word that shows actions. The action can be physical or mental.

run  popped  speak  dream  think
A pronoun is a word that takes the place of a noun or other pronouns.
A preposition links nouns, pronouns and phrases within a sentence.

about  over  from
beside  during
in  across
A conjunction links words, phrases and clauses.

and  yet  while
either  but  for
because
An adjective is a word that describes a noun or pronoun.

happy, home, green, alien, strong, giant
An interjection is a word that expresses emotions and feelings.

- hey!
- yuck!
- oh no!
- phew!
- wow!
- ouch!